
Kindergarten Science Unit 3
Teaching for Retention

http://www.palmbeac
hschools.org/qa/docu

ments/Handout5-
MarzanoHighYieldStra

tegies.pdf

http://www.palmbeachschools.org/qa/documents/Handout5-MarzanoHighYieldStrategies.pdf




Today’s Focus:







I DO… WE DO…
YOU DO!





TIER 1
Release to Draw Circle 
Map and write words

Assign Each collaborative 
team a specific animal to 

brainstorm what they know. 
They can draw and label, 

draw, or just label. 
The teams then turn and talk 
about their different animals 
as they practice social skills. 



Collaborate with 
interventions or support staff 

to extend the concept of 
Circle Maps in other areas or 

disciplines.

Provide some information on 
the map, but then release 

responsibility.



Work with Reading Teacher to 
devise a way to use the Circle Map 

with specific skills you want the 
student to master.

Provide pictures or photographs 
and let the student place on map. 
Reading teacher will continue with 

sounds, letters, books, etc..



Think outside of the box!



Gifted Child:
Release to Draw, label, 

and write words



I DO….

o How to classify animals into different groups.



ANIMALS

 Sort photographs of animals into different groups: birds, mammals, insects

BIRDS MAMMALS INSECTS

WE DO…



TURTLE 
OBSERVATIONS SLOW

HIDES

SCARED

HATCHES EGGS

SHELL



YOU DO!



How can students observe animals 

using their 

5 senses and scientific tools?



Animal Observations

INTERACTIVE ON SMARTBOARD

• “I DO” Teacher Models
• “We DO”
• “YOU DO”

• All of this is necessary in 
planning for understanding. 
How are your students 
supposed to explain the 
purpose of rules if they do 
not have a connection first?

Advanced Organizer



Use a personal connection first before you address the specific standard

Touching 
a 

Turtle

Doesn’t move 
when I touch shell

Moves slowly 
when touched

Stretches neck out

Puts head inside 
when stopped

“I DO”

Bring in 
that REAL 

Turtle



Use a personal connection first before you address the specific standard

Observing 
a Hamster

“We DO”
Marzano’s

Summarizing 
and 

Notetaking
(Daily observations)



“YOU DO”
Differentiation:

• Give students an animal 
to observe

• Differentiate by the 
number of effects or be 
more specific about the 

event.

• Notebook this tool for 
daily observations, then 

advance to a more 
complex organizer to 

compare/contrast 
animals. 



Now, sequence events!
Emphasize use of 
vocabulary words 

(on lines)

FIRST, NEXT, LAST, 

Today, I watched 
my_____________  . 
I____________________it, and 
it_________________________.



Check for Understanding



Your Turn (15 Minutes)
• Select a standard (Highlight) that 

you can use a Cause and Effect 
Map with. With a partner, plan a 
mini-lesson or launch activity 
incorporating this lesson. 

• How would you modify it for 
different Tiers?

• How would you bring in DLE?

• Be ready to briefly share



K.L.2A.2 Develop and use models to 

exemplify how animals use their body parts 

to (1) obtain food and other resources, (2) 

protect themselves, and (3) move from place 

to place.



K.L.2A.2 Develop and use models to exemplify how animals use their body parts to (1) obtain 

food and other resources, (2) protect themselves, and (3) move from place to place.



TIER 1 TIER 2 TIER 3



Your Turn….
Using any of the maps, create a lesson for 

Tier 4 Students

OR

Use vocabulary words to
design a lesson. Make sure

you plan for Tiers!

Living

Non-living

Beak

Wing

Tail

Bird

Fish

Insect

Egg

Life Cycle

Habitat

Organism

Amphibian

Reptile

Mammal

Warm-blooded

Cold-blooded

Metamorphosis



Pre-Assessment 
and Post 

Assessment 
using 

Technology

www.surveymonkey.com

http://www.surveymonkey.com/


Life Cycles

 Observe and record changes over time as animals go through their 

life cycles 

*Animals to acquire for your classroom science center to observe 

during the spring include but are not limited to: a praying mantis 

egg case, caterpillars, tadpoles, baby chicks

PODCAST:
Student Record their observations day by day.

Create a Photostory of changes. Allow students to take photographs 
and use voice to record observations/changes.

DLE Integration:
(Digital Learning Environment)



Creating an Infographic
www.easel.ly.com

Life Cycle Infographic

K.L.2A.6 Obtain and 

communicate information 

about the needs of organisms 

to explain why they live in 

particular areas.

http://www.easel.ly.com/



